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Background:  Aim of the study is to evaluate the effect of Surgical Ventricular Restoration(SVR) alone on unrepaired moderate Functional 
Mitral Regurgitation(FMR) and to analyze the potential predictors of long-term MR worsening
methods:  Between 2001 and 2013 a consecutive series of 558 patients were operated of SVR and CABG at our Institution. Patients 
with FMR greater than moderate as well as patients without echocardiographic control at follow-up were excluded from the study. Among 
the study population (258 patients), 81 patients(Group A; mean age=66±9yrs) presented with moderate FMR while no or mild FMR was 
evident in 178 patients(Group B; mean age=64±10yrs). Patients with moderate MR presented with preoperative greater systolic tenting 
area(p=.01), greater systolic sphericity index(p=.01) and higher pulmonary pressure(p=.01) compared to patients with no or mild MR. All 
the patients underwent SVR eventually associated with CABG, without any surgical correction of MR.
results:  At Follow-up MR improved, remained unchanged or worsened in 44%,46% and 10% of the patients in Group A respectively. 
In Group B, MR remained unchanged in 66% of the patients, but progressed to moderate or severe in 27% and 7% of the patients 
respectively. MR worsening at FU was not an independent predictor of late mortality(Cox regression analysis: p=.41) but resulted an 
independent predictor of late HF-readmission(p=.01). At multivariate analysis, the only independent predictor of MR worsening at FU was 
preoperative mitral annulus dimension. At ROC curve analysis we found the cut-off value for annular enlargement of 35mm (Sensibility=70
%;Specificity=80%). Freedom from severe MR at FU was significantly lower in patients with preoperative annular dilatation >35mm(Kaplan-
Meier Analysis: p=.03).
conclusion:  SVR alone is unable to prevent late worsening of unrepaired FMR in the presence of annular dilatation. Mitral annuloplasty 
must be considered in patients with preoperative moderate MR and mitral annulus>35mm undergoing SVR.
